Turn the Tide
Deck of Tide
Level cards

The Sink or Swim Strategy Card Game
For Ages 10 to adult • 3-5 Players

Rules of Play
Aidan’s hand
Sarah’s hand

Contents
60 Weather cards (numbered 1–60)
24 Tide Level cards
24 Life Preserver tokens
1 Score pad & pencil

Object
Score the most points by playing cards that will keep your tide level
low and your life preservers afloat.

Game Play Overview
Turn the Tide is played out over a series of rounds equal to the number
of players in the game. Each round consists of 12 hands. In each hand,
players bid for two Tide Level cards with the aim of not winning the higher
tide. Whoever has the highest Tide Level card showing at the end of each
hand loses a life preserver. Every life preserver counts for one point. The
player with the most points at the end of the last round wins.

Setup

Julia’s hand

Note: At first glance, the distribution of life preservers may seem
unfair. However, the players with more life preservers have a higher
concentration of Weather cards that are more difficult to play.

How to Play
Twelve hands make up one complete round. Each individual hand
consists of five steps, carried out one after the other, as follows:

1) One player turns over the top two Tide Level
cards from the face down pile and places them
face up on opposite sides of the deck.

Separate the cards into two decks according to card back. Shuffle
the 24 Tide Level cards (blue back) and stack them face down in
the middle of the playing area. Then shuffle the 60 Weather cards
(yellow back) and deal 12 cards face down to each player. Place any
leftover cards back in the box. Players may look at and organize their
cards but keep them secret from opponents.

About the Weather Cards
Each of the 60 Weather Cards features a unique
number between 1 and 60. (Every number is
represented once.) In addition, cards numbered
13–48 contain an illustration of either one or half
life preserver in the top center. The life preservers
are used to determine the distribution of the life
preserver tokens at the beginning of the game.
Add up the total number of life preservers shown in the upper middle
of your 12 Weather cards and take that number of life preserver
tokens. Two halves make a whole.
If there is a remaining half, round down (see examples below).
Place your life preservers face up in front of you, in a row. Any remaining
life preservers are placed back in the box.

2) Each player chooses one
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Weather card from her
and places it face
front of her. When all players
have finished selecting cards,
everyone
simultaneously turns their
chosen card face up and
compares numbers.

3) The player who played the highest number Weather card (Julia)
must take the lower Tide Level card from the two face up next to the
deck. She then lays it face up in her playing area so that all of the other
players can see it. Next, the player who played the second highest
Weather card (Aidan) must take the remaining Tide Level card and do
the same (this player’s Tide Level card is always the higher number of
the two cards turned over in Step 1).

Examples:
Julia has 5 total life preservers shown on her 12 Weather cards
and receives 5 life preserver tokens.
Aidan has 3.5 total life preservers shown on his 12 Weather cards
and receives 3 life preserver tokens.
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Sarah has 6.5 total life preservers shown on her 12 Weather cards
and receives 6 life preserver tokens.
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4) The player who now has the highest Tide
Level card showing among all players loses
a life preserver and turns it face down.
Note: If two players tie for the highest
Tide Level, then both must turn over a
life preserver.
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5) Next, each player takes the
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Weather card played in Step 2
and places it face down in a
separate pile off to the side. (The
Tide Level cards remain face up
in front of each player.)

When the last step is completed, the next hand begins. Once again,
the top two cards from the face down Tide Level pile are turned up.
Each player then secretly chooses a remaining Weather card, which is
played openly when everyone has finished making a selection. The
player with the highest Weather takes the lower number Tide Level card.
The player with the second highest Weather card takes the remaining
Tide Level card.
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Example of Scoring in a 4 Player Game:
•Sarah has 3 life preservers left and receives 3 points.

Important Playing Notes:
• In each hand, the player who loses a life preserver is not necessarily
the same player who received the higher of the two Tide Level cards
from the middle. It is possible that a different player will have a higher
Tide Level card showing from a previous hand.
• When you receive a new Tide Level card from
the middle, place it on top of the old one.

Round Elimination
If you turn over your last life preserver, you get one last chance to stay
in the round. You are only eliminated from the round when you lose
once more (that is, when you must turn over another life preserver, but
have none left to turn). If you are eliminated from the round, take your
Weather Cards as well as your accumulated Tide Level cards and turn
them face down.

End of a Round and Scoring
A round ends after each player has played all 12 cards from his hand.
Alternatively, the round ends instantly when there are only two players
left in the game.
At the end of the round, you are awarded one point for each remaining
face up life preserver. If you have no life preservers, you get no points
(0). If you were eliminated from the round because of a lack of life
preservers, you receive one negative point (–1). In addition, the player
who, at the end of the round, had the lowest Tide Level card showing,
receives one additional bonus point. Write down everyone’s points on
the score pad. Note: If two players are tied for the lowest Tide Level,
then they each receive an additional point. A player with no Tide
Level cards in his playing area has the lowest Tide Level.

•Brian has 0 life preservers left and receives no points.
•Aidan has 2 life preservers left and receives 2 points.
•Julia has 1 life preserver left and receives 1 point. She also has
the lowest Tide Level card showing and receives an additional
bonus point.

Starting a New Round
Take the 12 Weather cards that made up your hand, along with the
corresponding life preserver tokens, and pass them all to the player on
your left. (Turn all of the life preservers face up.) Re-shuffle the 24 Tide
Level cards and place them face down in the middle. Turn over the top
two Tide Level cards and play out a new round just like the previous one.
A game consists of as many rounds as there are players, so that
each person gets a chance to play each opponent’s set of cards.
(For example, if there are three players, there are three rounds.)
Strategy tip: Try to remember your cards from the previous round,
since the player to your left will have those same cards in the
next round.

Winning the Game
Tally up the scores at the end of the last round. The player with the
most points wins.

A Word from Gamewright
At first glance, the combination of cuddly sheep and ocean tides might
seem like an odd pairing for a highly strategic card game. But, once
you get your feet wet (sorry, couldn’t resist), we think you will agree
that the theme is a perfect complement to the game’s other unique
characteristics. In particular, the simultaneous “blind bidding” element
makes for some very interesting player dynamics. (Hint: don’t play all
of your low cards too early in a round.) And the fact that everyone gets
a chance to “one up” their opponents by playing each other’s hands,
is one of the most exciting twists we’ve yet to see in a card game. Sheep
Ahoy!
Note: In all our rules, we use either “he” or “she” to include everyone.
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